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The use and development of industrial clusters 

Executive Summary  

This meeting is part of the LGK Foundation’s project to design a roadmap to 
restructure the textile and fabric sector in Nigeria, with a view to reinforcing it and 
making it into a viable engine for job creation and income generation for the 
country. A first workshop, held in July 2020 to launch this sector analysis project, 
explored the importance of the sector and the economic role it could play in the 
country. The project has now moved on to a series of five technical meetings, 
each of which is exploring in detail an issue that is fundamental to the process of 
building a buoyant fabric and textile sector. The topics being covered are the 
following:  

• Skills development and capacity building: Ensuring relevant skills development 
along the value chain, from cotton and other fibre farmers at one end, through 
ginning, spinning and design hubs, and into local, regional and international 
markets at the other. 

• Developing textile clusters: Creating networks of complementary businesses 
covering different aspects of the textile and fashion value chain.  

• The enabling business environment: What issues in relation to the legal and 
regulatory framework in which the sector operates challenge its development, 
and what might be done to address these issues? 

• Protecting ‘the brand’: Many African fabrics and production techniques are 
unique and need protection if the current abusive appropriation of those 
techniques is to be prevented. This may include both legal protections and 
labelling that highlights Nigerian origin. 

• Access to markets: Leveraging international links to reinforce internal markets 
and to create new markets for Nigerian textiles and fashion, both regionally and 
internationally.  

The first of these technical workshops, on skills development and capacity 
building, took place in March 2021. This meeting highlighted the importance of 
conducting a gap analysis of the education that is already in place and what is 
needed, and of developing a re-vamped curriculum tailored to the specific needs 
of the industry. Whilst lessons can be learned from overseas, solutions should 
focus on improving the manufacture of traditional textiles and fabrics, where 
Nigeria has a market advantage. Coordination will also be essential, perhaps 
through the development of an ‘apex body’ that can ensure that a range of 
different training interventions can be held together as a coherent whole.  
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This Working Document is designed to provide background information for the 
next technical workshop, which will explore the potential role of clusters as a 
means of stimulating the productivity and creativity needed to rebuild the 
Nigerian fabric and textile sector. Clustering refers to the phenomenon of the 
grouping in the same location of businesses that operate in different parts of the 
same industry. Whether by policy design or organic happenstance, examples as 
diverse as the City of London, the Detroit car industry and India’s Bollywood 
demonstrate that this can be a powerful way of generating growth amongst 
those companies, and in the wider economy.  

Nigeria has had some experience of using industrial clusters, though the results 
of it to date have been mixed. Nevertheless, it is important to explore how this 
approach might be used to promote greater connection between companies in 
Nigeria’s fabric and textile sector. Previous meetings in this workshop cycle have 
already highlighted that, at present, the sector is not well joined-up. Indeed, it 
would appear that those working in it tend to operate in silos. Yet, at the same 
time, many at these meetings have spoken of the merits of collaboration. 
Identifying ways to make collaboration happen will be an important part of any 
roadmap to rebuild the sector. Indeed, a more collaborative ‘cluster’ approach 
may actually facilitate the addressing of other issues facing the sector.  

This document is intended for use as the Working Document for the clusters 
technical workshop. It reviews the wider literature on the use of clusters; 
examines Nigeria’s experience of this approach and the potential relevance of 
clusters for the development of Nigeria’s fabric and textile sector; and, identifies a 
number of key questions to be explored by the workshop itself.  

The role of industrial clusters in sector and 
economic development  

As much of the literature points out, companies operating in the same line of 
business have long tended to congregate in one location. There are both 
international examples such as Silicon Valley and the Detroit motor industry; 
developing country instances include Bollywood, the Indian entertainment 
centre, and the growing technological hub in Bangalore.  

Companies in the same industry operating in the same place can lead to price 
competition with the result that some firms go out of business. Whilst this may 
be healthy from the perspective of economic Darwinism – the weakest firms die 
off, and the strongest survive – this phenomenon is less desirable from the 
perspective of employment creation. However, as a number of studies 
demonstrate, the reality is rather more complex. Delgado, Porter and Stern argue 
that the impact of firms clustering is two-fold. The first is the process of 
‘convergence’, which occurs “when the potential for growth is declining in the 
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level of economic activity as a result of diminishing returns .” The second is 1

‘agglomeration’, which leads to increasing economic returns that arise “from 
interdependencies across complementary economic activities.” In practice what 
this means is that if the companies clustered together are in the same industry, 
then convergence will occur – the least robust will go under. On the other hand, if 
companies in a cluster are in complementary businesses, then the process of 
agglomeration will see that cluster grow. 

Clusters appear to work when they serve to create innovation. The literature 
identifies a number of factors that serve to make this happen. Geographic 
proximity serves to bring together people with similar but complementary skills. 
The interaction between them spurs new ideas and innovations that have higher 
value-added and therefore higher prices. As an analysis of the Bollywood 
entertainment cluster in India observes, “we see growing synergies with related 
industries like TV, pop music, computer games and advertising. This 
configuration of connectivity has facilitated the growth of an emerging 
entertainment complex .” The existence of a group of similar companies in one 2

area also drives the development of a job market: people can move between 
companies relatively easily. Delgado et al conclude in their study that “industries 
located within a strong cluster are associated with higher employment growth… 
Strong clusters also foster growth in wages, the number of establishments, and 
patenting .” Thus clusters create ‘ecosystems’ of companies operating in the 3

same broad field, but including the range of different skills necessary to produce 
sophisticated and innovative goods and services. The City of London, for example, 
specialises in finance, but within that umbrella are included many different 
specialisations. However, as well as the financiers themselves, the City also 
includes specialist marketing agencies, lawyers and other ‘lateral’ skills that are 
not themselves finance-focussed, but that are highly important to the overall 
success of the ‘cluster’. Similarly, in different parts of Germany, ‘Mittelstand’ 
companies have long been at the heart of German manufacturing industry. This 
group of companies contributes almost 52% of Germany’s total economic output, 
with a combined overall turnover in 2011 of around € 2 trillion. By comparison, the 
turnover of German’s 30 largest companies in the DAX30 turned over € 1.19 
trillion . These companies are also significant in creating employment. About 4

61.3% of Germany’s industrial workforce is employed by Mittelstand companies, a 
figure that rose 1.6% during the economic crisis. By comparison, larger German 
firms reduced their employment levels by 2.4% between 2008 and 2011.  

 Delgado. M, M E Porter & S Stern. ‘Clusters, Convergence, and Economic Performance’ NBER Working Paper No. 18250 1

National Bureau of Economic Research, Cambridge MA. July 2012 p2.

 Lorenzen. M & R Mudambi. ‘Clusters, Connectivity and Catch-up: Bollywood and Bangalore in the Global Economy’. In 2

Journal of Economic Geography 13 (2013) pp. 501–534.

 Delgado et al. Op cit.3

 German Ministry of Economics and Technology. German Mittelstand: Engine of the German Economy. 2012.4
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Once again, these companies are part of an ecosystem, with training and 
financing institutions that are a key element of the companies’ success existing 
locally. According to the German Economics Ministry, as much as 54% of 
investment in these companies comes from equity, with a further 29% coming 
from bank loans. Of the latter, a high proportion of debt finance is from local 
banks, whose representatives often sit on company boards and so understand 
the companies well. The result is a very stable funding base, which encourages 
investment over time. Similarly, the companies are well tied into local training 
institutions, and provide 85% of Germany’s apprenticeships. The importance of 
this juxtaposition of companies with other support mechanisms in Germany is 
reflected in broader studies of clusters that emphasise the “central role of 
specialized local institutions (from training facilities to infrastructure investments) 
in allowing potential complementarities to be realized .” 5

From a policy perspective however, there are some challenges: it is hard for 
interventions by governments, donors and others directly to create strong 
business clusters. The rationale for this criticism is three-fold. The first is that 
donor interventions are too-often supply-, rather than demand-side focussed. For 
example, a 2011 report by ODI for UNECA studying SME networks in sub-Saharan 
Africa criticised donor actors’ activities for focussing on building firms’ 
capabilities, rather than identifying markets for them. “Business needs markets 
and the traditional supply-side menu of support for training and access to 
finance does not necessarily result in market access .”  6

More successful in creating access to markets, the report concluded, are ‘vertical 
networks’ that respond to the needs of a small number of key, larger businesses. 
SMEs are thus provided with a market as suppliers to these larger firms. It is hard 
for donors to create such structures, as their viability is reliant on the commercial 
drivers of the firms involved. ‘This suggests that public policy makers should focus 
upon improving the broad enabling environment for business and only seek to 
support vertical networks which have a sufficiently strong commercial logic to 
incentivise the lead buyers without government support .’ 7

Secondly, donor interventions are criticised for focussing on relatively-narrow 
value chains, and so miss the importance of the connections to industries in 
complementary areas that are so important for firm-level and economic growth 
driven by the process of agglomeration. Once again, linkages to larger companies 
can therefore be important. A good example of this is the development of 
MozLink in Mozambique. This programme exists to up-skill SMEs in Mozambique 
to international standards so that they can become suppliers to some of the main 
global companies operating in the country, including Coca-Cola, Sasol and MozAl. 
Established in 2002, the project has worked with nearly 200 SMEs that provide a 

 Sölvell, O, G Lindqvist, & C Ketels, Cluster Initiatives in Developing and Transition Economies.” Ivory Tower AB, Stockholm 5

2006.

 Stanbury P, Loehr C & Lemma A. Promotion of SMEs: SME networks and business linkages in Africa. ODI, London 2011.6

 Ibid.7
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range of support services to the companies, including transportation, steel 
fabrication and mining services. As Delgado et al make clear, “the presence of 
complementary activity via clusters is a strong driver of growth through allowing 
firms ready access to key inputs, better interactions with customers, and 
facilitating experimentation and innovation .” 8

However, the third criticism relates to a further factor that appears to be 
important for clusters to work: that it is not just geographic proximity that is 
important, but also ‘social proximity’. Innovation and growth does not just occur 
because companies and their people are physically close together, but because 
they get along and want to work together. Innovation and new ideas are driven 
by people rather than structures – “the impact of human capital on inventive 
activity and innovative production is stronger than formal R&D expenditures .” 9

Therefore the degree to which like minds can be brought together is crucial to 
the success or otherwise of a cluster. As Lorenzen and Mudambi’s study of 
Bollywood makes clear, central to the cluster’s success has been ‘decentralized 
personal relationships [which] have remained the dominant linkage type in value 
creation…value is created through flexible linkages between persons rather than 
rigid linkages between organizations’ . A study of industrial clusters in Europe 10

reached similar conclusions, that “regions with high levels of social capital tend to 
perform better in terms of creating new knowledge. ” 11

Recent literature argues that geographic proximity is irrelevant in the absence of 
social proximity. A 2013 article argued that “open innovation is a social 
phenomenon that requires a social proximity between firms and entrepreneurs. ” 12

Without this social proximity, it does not matter how geographically proximate 
firms are: “even in close contexts of cognitive, organizational and institutional 
proximities, social distance can be an impediment to collaboration.” Moreover, to 
a degree at least, geographic clustering is less relevant in a more interconnected 
world: if people want to collaborate and work with others, they are willing to travel 
in order to do so. From a policy perspective therefore, according to these authors, 
it is largely irrelevant how much effort is put into creating geographic proximity 
between companies if the social proximity is not created. The success of the 
former is dependent on the latter. “Public policies for clusters should particularly 
target the enhancement of social proximity between local entrepreneurs instead 
of relying on geographic and cognitive proximities.” This implies that the focus of 
government and donor efforts should be to support clusters where social 

 Delgado et al. Op cit.8

 Usai S, E Marrocu & R Paci. ‘Local Clusters and Global Networks’. In Hilpert U. The Routledge Handbook of Politics and 9

Technology. Routledge, London 2016 p115.

 Lorenzen & Mudambi. Op cit.10

 De Dominicis, et al. Regional Clusters of Innovative Activity in Europe: Are Social Capital and Geographical Proximity the 11

Key Determinants? Tinbergen Institute Discussion Paper. Amsterdam 2011.

 Letaifa SB & Y Rabeau. ‘Too close to collaborate? How geographic proximity could impede entrepreneurship and 12

innovation.’ In Journal of Business Research. 2013.
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proximity may already exist to some degree. Clusters, it appears, work best if they 
emerge spontaneously, rather than as the result of governmental action. 

The balance of importance between geographic and social is also borne out by 
efforts to develop so-called ‘growth corridors’, such as the Southern Agriculture 
Growth Corridor of   Tanzania (SAGCOT) , and the Beira Corridor in Mozambique . 13 14

Both these initiatives are public-private partnerships seeking to catalyse 
economic development within a wider region that is or can be connected by key 
infrastructure. This approach also acknowledges the fact that different elements 
of production and processing might naturally happen in different locations, but 
that some form of collaboration would nevertheless be important. This may be a 
particularly relevant issue for Nigeria, where elements of the fabric and textile 
sector do not necessarily all co-exist in the same specific location.   

Clusters therefore can be a powerful tool in driving innovation and growth, which 
in turn can lead to job creation and economic growth. However, clusters in which 
companies are too similar are likely to lead to a process of convergence, which 
leads weaker companies to go to the wall with consequent losses in jobs. Clusters 
therefore need to include companies engaged in a range of related and 
complementary activities. Whilst there may be benefits in cost-savings – ‘firms 
benefit from their location in such ‘industrial districts’ by sharing the fixed costs 
of common resources”  – this is not the principal reason for the importance of 15

clusters. Clusters drive innovation and new product development, which allows 
new markets to be created and growth to occur. However, for this to happen, 
more is needed than simply geographic proximity. It is the social interactions 
between people that is important. What is needed therefore are conduits that 
enable “creative and entrepreneurial individuals to absorb thinking processes, 
ways of talking and ways of doing things by interacting closely with other 
knowledgeable people.” Geographic proximity can enable social proximity, but it 
is not sufficient on its own. 

Clusters in the context of Nigeria 
In 2014, Nigeria launched its ‘Industrial Revolution Plan’ (NIRP) with the goal “to 
build Nigeria’s competitive advantage, to broaden the scope of industry, and to 
accelerate expansion of the manufacturing sector. ” The use of clusters as a 16

methodology was apparently central to this plan, stating that, “the NIRP 
framework adopts the ‘Cluster approach’ to ensure all requirements for an 

 SAGCOT. SAGCOT Partnership SAGCOT Partnership – SAGCOT (accessed 07/06/21)13

 Beira Corridor. The BAGC partnership. The BAGC Partnership – Catalysing Growth and Investment in the Agriculture Sector 14

(beiracorridor.org) (Accessed 07/06/21)

 Desrochers P. ‘Geographical Proximity and the Transmission of Tacit Knowledge’. In The Review of Austrian Economics 14:1 15

2001 pp 25-46.

 Nigerian Federal Ministry of Industry, Trade and Investment. Nigeria Industrial Revolution Plan. MITI, Abuja January 2014. 16

P7
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industry to succeed are considered. The elements of each industry’s “Cluster” are 
the group of interconnected firms, suppliers, demand drivers, market channels, 
related industries, government agencies, underlying infrastructure, policies, and 
conditions to make each industry successful. ” 17

Although this was initially an initiative of the administration led by President 
Goodluck Jonathan, the core of the plan was taken up by the current 
government, in collaboration with the United Nations Industrial Development 
Organization (UNIDO). In May 2016, it was announced that “UNIDO is supporting 
the FMITI in the following areas: industrial policy development and 
implementation… and building capacity for micro, small and medium 
enterprises. ” The NIRP website stresses the importance of cluster development, 18

and lists four pilot projects, in tomatoes, leather, the auto industry, and in the 
fabric and textile sector . The potential of this latter pilot to drive textile exports 19

from Nigeria “to touch US$ 2bn by 2025” was commented on in sector media 
outlets . 20

What is not clear however is how this project has developed in the past few years. 
A Working Paper by Nigeria’s Bank of Industry, published in November 2018, 
suggested that the NIRP strategy was still on-going and stated that “the Federal 
Government continues to encourage cluster development through engagement 
policy and financial support. ” However, since then things seem to have gone 21

quiet. The website seems not to have been updated for some time, and still lists 
staff that other sources (LinkedIn for instance) suggest moved to other roles 
several years ago. The NIRP Secretariat Twitter feed has not been used since the 
end of February 2019 . 22

A clue, perhaps, lies in UNIDO’s description of its work on the NIRP. In their words, 
UNIDO is supporting the Nigerian Ministry of Industry, Trade and Investment in 
developing the latter’s “capacity development needs,” and will then focus on 
“supporting pilot projects relevant to the NIRP plan. ” The hiatus in relation to the 23

NIRP may therefore be related to capacity constraints within government and 
other public institutions.  

 Ibid p2217

 UNIDO. Nigeria needs UNIDO support in implementing industrialization programme. Press release 22/05/16. Nigeria needs 18

UNIDO support in implementing industrialization programme | UNIDO (accessed 07/06/21)

 Nigerian Federal Ministry of Industry, Trade and Investment . NIRP Project NIRP Project (accessed 07/06/21)19

 Apparel Resources. After massive loss, Nigeria textile industry targets US $ 2 billion revenue by 2025. 18/12/18 After 20

massive loss, Nigeria textile industry targets US $ 2 billion revenue by 2025 | Sourcing News Nigeria (apparelresources.com) 
(accessed 07/06/21)

 Bank of Industry. Industrial Clusters and Economic Development in Nigeria. Working Paper Series: No. 4, 27th November 21

2018

 NIRP Secretariat. Twitter account @NIRPSecretariat. NIRP Secretariat (@NirpSecretariat) / Twitter (Accessed 07/06/21)22

 UNIDO. UNIDO Project Information. Scope – NIRP Project (accessed 04/06/21)23
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Such a hypothesis would square with institutional challenges raised in the NIRP 
itself . This identifies a number of issues that might interfere with Nigeria’s 24

policies of industrialisation and cluster development. These include “policy 
inconsistency,…few or no institutions to drive industrialisation,…[and] weak 
competition and fair trading…” 

The Government’s own analysis is also borne out by academic studies of cluster 
development in Nigeria. In her 2017 book, Industrial Clusters, Institutions and 
Poverty in Nigeria, Oyebanke Oyeyinka studied the Otigba information and 
communications technology cluster in Lagos. She found that the cluster 
benefitted those within it. Otigba employees fare comparatively better than 
national urban averages on sanitation, drinking water, and assets. On most 
indicators—cooking fuel, drinking water, sanitation, and assets (except cars), a 
larger percentage of employees are using/have access to the more improved 
sources. However, these developments have occurred more or less spontaneously, 
rather than in response to government support: “positive political institutions 
have, for the most part, been conspicuous by their absence.” This in turn leads to 
the creation of “informal institutions that emerged to fill the vacuum left by weak, 
absent, or unenforced formal institutions .”However, importantly, she concludes 25

that clusters are “a unique form of industrial organization and an entryway to 
linking industrial dynamism, social protection, and labour welfare outcomes.” 

However, as noted above , top-down government action to create clusters is not 26

always the best way to proceed. In this regard, there are some encouraging 
examples of more organic cluster development, as well as lessons about how a 
less-formal approach might be developed.  

A 2018 study of the Nwenwi automotive component industrial cluster in Anambra 
State was extremely encouraging about the potential for the use of clusters as a 
means for stimulating economic development. The study concluded that 
“boosting industrial productivity in the country requires, to a large extent, positive 
and committed synergy of the cluster policy and industrialisation to advance a 
healthy, robust and rewarding industrial sector .” 27

The study also pointed to the need for clusters to be collaborative, working not 
just with companies, but with education institutions and other parts of the 
surrounding society. “Firms and cluster leaders should strengthen collaborative 
avenues, which promote mutual efforts in innovation. Innovation itself is both 
endogenous and exogenous, shaped through interaction between firms within 
and outside cluster environments. Internally, firms in a cluster should collaborate 
more with universities and research institutions; such collaboration is presently 

 MITI. NIRP. Pp16-1824

 Oyeyinka O. Industrial Clusters, Institutions and Poverty in Nigeria. Oxford University Press 2017.25

 Stanbury P, Loehr C & Lemma A. Op cit26

 Ekesiobi C, D Ude & C Nwokolo. ‘Micro-Assessment of the Nnewi Automotive Component Industrial Cluster, Anambra 27

State.’ In Nigerian Journal of Economic and Social Studies. 60(3) January 2018
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low. This will facilitate the training of mostly semi-skilled employees in the cluster 
and empower them with requisite skills to blossom.”   

In 2014, a group of Nigerian academics explored how business clusters might 
practically be created . Their study examined “small uncoordinated groups of 28

furniture makers” at the Owode-Ajegunle road junction in Lagos State. Their aim 
was to explore how “this natural occurring, disorganized, identified cluster” might 
be transformed “into an organized business cluster [which] will significantly 
improve efficiency, innovation and quality of products in the furniture industry.” 
They came up with a four-phase plan to achieve this, an approach which might 
have relevance in other Nigerian business sectors.  

• Phase 1: Information and Education: it is important that the existing businesses 
be educated on the operations and benefits of the cluster initiative, and how 
they could effectively become players in the larger global market.  

• Phase 2: Forming comprehensive administrative teams: comprehensive 
administrative teams being all identified stake holders; which will include 
representatives f rom the banking sector, higher institutions, relevant 
Government agency and related business enterprises such as: transporters, 
wood sellers, fabric merchants and other related merchants.  

• Phase 3: Implementing and Designing the expected linkages and synergies: the 
identified stakeholders including agencies, establishments, institutions and 
enterprises required to form the linkages and synergies must be duly intimated 
on their roles and responsibilities as it relates to the enterprises within the 
cluster. 

• Phase 4: Sustaining the initiative: sustaining the cluster is important. Constant 
updates on recent market demands, new technology, raw materials, resources 
among others; to ensure not only the existence, but constant improvement of 
output for competitiveness of the cluster must be ensured by the management 
team. 

Clusters in the Nigerian textile sector 
The use of clusters in this sector clearly fits with the intentions of the Nigerian 
Government, whose own Industrialisation Plan anticipates a pilot cluster project 
in the cotton, textile and garment sector. Whilst there appears to have been a 
pause in the development of this project, there is nevertheless a political desire to 
use business clusters as a means for rebuilding the sector. However, the findings 
of the workshops held to date as part of the LGK Foundation project suggests 
that there are issues stemming from the way the sector currently operates that 
will need to be addressed if a cluster approach is to succeed. 

 Adu JT, MO Shokunbi & BM Coles. ‘Building Sustainable Business Clusters towards Global Competitiveness: Case Study of 28

Furniture Making along OwodeAjegunle Axis of Lagos State’ In Journal of Poverty, Investment and Development Vol 5 2014
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The initial workshop, held in July 2020 , found that “the textile and fabric sector 29

tends to operate as a series of siloes. Designers typically work with partners they 
already know, and there is no straightforward means by which information about 
different industry players can be shared.” This inhibits development of the sector, 
and also makes it hard for potential customers to find out about potential 
suppliers from Africa. There is a need, therefore, for more collaboration between 
the different actors in the textile and fabric sector, and between them and those 
who could use their products, such as designers. These networks need genuinely 
to cover the sector from end-to-end, including farmers, traders, textile 
manufacturers and designers. 

This meeting concluded that, “the establishment of some type of institution that 
regroups creators with a vested interest in the sector would increase 
communication between different industry players across the continent, and 
ensure that opportunities for collaboration are not missed, thus facilitating the 
potential expansion and professionalisation of the sector.”  

However, it is also clear from the project so far that there is a growing realisation 
of the need for more collaboration to facilitate sector growth. As indicated earlier, 
the first technical workshop focussed on the issue of capacity building and 
education, which highlighted the fact that current efforts to improve training 
provision were too fragmented. The meeting arrived at the conclusion that a 
much more collaborative approach was needed to define the learning needs for 
the sector.  

Cluster development in the fabric and textile sector would therefore appear to be 
a move away from the status quo of the industry at the moment, but at the same 
time would appear to chime with an increasing recognition that more 
collaboration is needed, and would benefit all parts of the sector along its value 
chain.  

Key questions arising 
The aim of this paper is not to provide answers to the questions regarding how 
best to proceed in the creation of clusters in Nigeria’s fabric and textile sector. 
Rather, its aim is to use the background literature and previous experience to 
inform some of the key questions that an expert workshop can then explore in 
more detail. On the basis of the evidence presented above, key questions to be 
addressed include, but are not limited, to the following: 

 LGK Foundation. Strengthening the Textile Value Chain for Africa-Focussed Manufacturing. July 202029
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Strengthening government ability to support cluster development
It is clear that the Nigerian Government sees clusters as a key tool in the 
industrialisation of the country as a whole, and of the fabric and textile sector in 
particular. However, it is equally clear that, even in its own estimation, it faces 
considerable institutional and other constraints in making that vision a reality. 
More examination needs to be done therefore, specifically about what 
interventions and what support might enable the Government to be able to play 
a strong role in developing textile and fabric clusters. What steps might be taken 
to achieve this? 

Facilitating cluster development
The wider literature makes clear that, in fact, cluster development does not 
necessarily require government intervention, but develop organically from 
dialogue between those in the industry. Examples cited above make it clear that 
this sort of process has already been observed in other sectors in Nigeria. It is also 
clear, from previous LGK Foundation workshops, that at least some in the 
Nigerian fabric and textile sector see the value in more collaboration. So, building 
on all of this, what needs to be done, in practical terms, to facilitate the 
development of sector clusters in Nigeria? 

Links into wider society
Studies of industrial clusters elsewhere, particularly of the Mittelstand in German, 
demonstrate that effective clusters do not include only companies. Strength and 
success come also from engaging with ancillary support from other types of 
organisations in their local area. This includes banks to facilitate finance, 
educational institutions to facilitate skills development, and local authorities to 
ensure that infrastructure and local regulations are appropriate. What links of this 
type would be most important in Nigeria, and how can they be developed? 

Composition 
It is important to ensure that a cluster, over time, includes all of the range of 
actors it will need if it is to be effective. In the case of the textile sector, this will 
imply having a range of entities involved from those producing crops for fabric 
production, those in processing, such as those making yarn, through to the actual 
makers of the fabric itself. There may also need to be a range of other skills 
available, such as branding specialists, and those engaged in marketing. It will be 
important to map this ecosystem, and establish how to ensure all the relevant 
skills are available over time. How is this mapping to be achieved? 

Governance 
It is not clear from the literature whether or not a cluster needs a formal process 
of governance to ensure its success, or whether it operates organically. Even if a 
governance structure is not needed, might some form of external relations 
structure be needed in order to be able to work effectively with other 
stakeholders, government for instance?  
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Geographic spread
The concept of a cluster implies a geographically focused entity. Yet the idea of 
‘growth corridors’ suggest that the idea of collaborating entities can take place 
over a wider territory. In the case of Nigeria, issues to do with poor infrastructure 
might imply that for a cluster to encompass a more limited area would be most 
sensible. On the other hand, the nature of the fabric sector, which encompasses 
cotton production in the north of the country, production in the central area, 
feeding into a fashion sector in the south west provides the potential for a 
corridor that spans the country’s historic divide. This provides potential 
political ,as well as economic, value for such an approach.  
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